
SUMMARY:   Danielle shared her compiled notes from Dizzy Bear with my Skype group, and I include that with this 

update. 

Both Bruce and UST contact both say that the stock market corrections are needed preparation for the introduction of 

the USN and “level playing field” predicted by POTUS.  Notice that the prices of currencies have been approaching 

parity with the USD.  And that the fall of the USD has been to correct the marked discrepancy between the USD and 

other currencies. 

UST source still says that we are in the window for release of the 800 numbers and funds to pay those who have 

already exchanged, by the 15th.  Activities behind the scenes are quite active, though there is still Cabal resistance 

showing up which must be countered and removed.  

If you have Zim, and you want to get a price other than the street rate or market rate, you need to get an appointment 

within the first 8 days, for completion within the first month after the 800 numbers are released.  If you do not get your 

appointment early, you will not be given room to negotiate  in your exchange or redemption.  Again, I am 

differentiating between “getting an appointment”,  which is a step in the redemption process, and should be done in 

the first 8 days, versus the actual exchange itself, at the time appointed, which may be up to a month later. 

The Newsletter Update Skype room has now been limited to posts only from me, meaning these updates.  So, if you have 

hesitated to go there because of difficulty in finding the updates, that problem should have been resolved.  Posts are still 

in IDC in the evening.  The following link will allow you to join if you are already a Skype member, or get a temporary 24 

hour guest pass if you are not.  https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6  

 

Please feel free to share these newsletters.  They are a product of Global Genius Trust www.ggtrust.com .  Thanks for 

those who send in materials for publication.  You can find these newsletters in Intel Dinar Chronicles each evening, 

and at our Skype room at https://join.skype.com/tJyMbfvwHJG6  

 

AD: For you folks that do not want to continue waiting for the RV/GCR and want to start earning money now, via 

investing your time and/or investing money now.  I invite you to join our forum on www.wire.com  titled: “Project 

Funding NOW”.  We have opportunities where you can potentially earn 33-200% yearly on your investment.  Do not 

have funds to invest?  You can help us find investors.  My wire joel.ggtrust or email me joel@ggtrust.com  or Skype: 

JASEGUROLA  

 

 

Intel: Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Oct. 12, 2018 
https://inteldinarchronicles.blogspot.com/2018/10/restored-republic-via-gcr-update-as-of_86.html?m=1 

 

 

Bruce on the BIG Call last night (My notes) 
Talking about the aftermath of hurricane Michael. A number of banks and redemption centers in FL, GA, SC, NC were no 

longer connected.  Now getting back online. 

Hurricane may have slowed things down a day or two. 

Some other things have happened which needed to happen.  Rates going up on Zim, Dinar and Dong. 

Money has gotten moved into place. 

Things out west moving along, people have been called in.  Platforms populated. 

Fulfilment is taking place.  New term, fulfilment. 

We are next. 

We could get 100% connectivity by the weekend.  I know that there are things happening.  Fine last minute details being 

worked on between US and China.  There is probably some go time set up.  New indictments being set up. 
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Save Our Seas act today.  111 Billion dollars yesterday for lakes, streams and rivers cleanup. 

New tech to clean up ocean. Turn plastic into ash for paving roads—“Basalt”.  [this didn’t make sense to me.  Basalt is a 

volcanic rock.  Sure, you could use it for paving roads, just as you can use coal cinders.  But I am sure you cannot make 

basalt out of burning plastic from the oceans.—dle] 

Floating plastic mass—technologies are on standby.  

Iraq did what they said they would do, government, rate, everything we believe is needed for Iraq. 

Alak and Shabibi were on a call with UST personnel, was to be done last night midnight EDT, that is 2 hours after 

morning prayer.  I understand it did take place. 

 

On Tuesday I mentioned in Reno they treat Zim as historical bond, and also dinar and dong similarly, for platform trades.  

Some understood that this meant structured payout for dinar and dong—that is not the case.   

We will get a rate for those currencies which will be able to be paid out to us in an immediate fashion.   

 

Chinese Yuan has been accepted into SDR basket of the IMF.  Rial—is not in the first offering.  Nor is the So Korean Won.  

Both should be in the second offering (basket). 

Something else I heard out of Canada, the USD took a hit down 0.6%.  This is the adjusting of the USD which needed to 

take place.  Canadian dollar down  to 96cents. Mexican Peso down 90% from the USD. [sorry, I could not figure this one 

out-dle]  Has been worth a nickel, this is a great increase towards parity. 

They want the price of gold to go up.  Stock market down 550 today, 800 yesterday.  So, those are good, and have 

been predicted for years.  These adjustments may continue. Tomorrow may be another down day. 

 

What is happening with the weather?  HAARP?  Tsunamis? 

We are good for the weekend.  We are in a 49 hour watch.  Over at 10 PM tomorrow. 

Chinese Elders are being paid.  Adjudicated settlements coming out. 

 

Here is someone else’s notes from the same call 
Bruce big call: 

 

This is something he thinks is cool...pink roses has been transcribbing for many years and had to evacuate the area due 

to the hurricane so she couldn't do the notes tonight...this guy in Brazil he thanked her  for wjat she does and can get 

her notes transcribed into their language...pretty cool...shares that with the listeners in Brazilian area 

     THANK YOU PINK ROSES AND MAY YOU BE SAFE IN THAT AFFECTED AREA  IN FLR❤️❤️❤️❤️❤️ 

     He thinks the storm that came thru was a bad storm as it went thru...even as it goes up the coast it hit lots of small 

towns ...where we had 2200 banks and redemption centers are not connected but South Carolina is back on line .. the 

rest are hurring ...it did slowed us down a couple of days. 

     It should move out to sea...and as well other things have happened as rates have traded up and that's a very positive 

thing...especially for the VND...moving along at a nice pace...out west people being called in working on 

platforms...fulfillment happening we are next...if all fets connected we could go by the weekend ...things being worked 

out with China 

     Still arrests taking place ...alot happening ..it's been a very busy day..Trump signed a Save our Seas Act....for lakes, 

rivers, etc. to be cleaned up .... 

     The flotilla that's out in the ocean killing marine life we will help as soon as  we have our BLESSINGS 

     Iraq did what they said they would do...as far as Government issues...the was a call last night with the US and Iraq 

made announcements at prayer this morning at the mosque. 

     VND and Dinar are treated like a bond but not anything like the zim...in terms of platform trading ...we will get those 

rates and those currencies that will be paid out in an efficient way to us 

     The Chinese Yuan by the IMF has been put  in a special offering and there are others in the 2nd baskets ....the dollar 

was hit hard today and The Canadian dollar came  in at 94 cents ...almost one to one...peso also is 



 coming in strong ...currencies around the world are getting inline with the US dollar ...this happens right before we rv. 

     He is not predicting anything but its part of the adjustment before we go 

    Then another weather event hapoens but he thinks its just the last one for awhile so don't slow down ...looks like 

wevare in a 49 hour watch that means anytime.. 

That ends tomorrow night ...not calling it but we look so good to go...we are next... 

     Thank you to everyone who listens. 

      

     Stay in faith hang in there and praying us out 

 

Thank you Peggy Namenny and Pbilip Tilton 

 

 

From Parking Lot Into Permaculture Neighborhood Center 
Radical Transformation in Sebastopol, CA   

 http://www.nextworldtv.com/videos/permaculture/from-parking-lot-into-permaculture-neighborhood-center.html  
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SAM OLIVER... FOLKS, IF WE WERE UNDER THE OLD FINANCIAL SYSTEM THAT EVERYONE KNOWS IS RIGGED, THEY 

WOULD HAVE STOPPED FOREX FROM CRASHING BY NOW. YES, IT IS BLEEDING. IT IS A WOUND THAT HAS NOT HEALED 

FOR DECADES. I BELIEVE DIZZY BEAR THOUGHT THIS WOULD HAPPEN FROM WHAT I HEARD OF HIM. I WISH I HAD BEEN 

ABLE TO LISTEN TO A FEW OF HIS CALLS. I WAS TOLD HE IS ON THE MARK BY WHAT WE ARE SEEING NOW. JUST KNOW, 

IF THE MARKETS ARE NOT RESCUED TOMMORROW, YOU CAN SURE BET SOMEONE IS DETERMINED TO LET THE OLD 

SYSTEM GO ESPECIALLY SINCE THEY HAVE SO MUCH CONTROL OVER THE OLD SYSTEM. 

 

 

 

Dizzy Bear Notes... 
Please do not try to fit these into any particular time, but see them as the pattern the DB expected would unfold before a 

market crash forced the release of the RV/GCR.—dle 

 

DizzyBear;   HI Gang….. I want you guys to be PREPARED for a collapse!! And that's VERY GOOD for your 

goal of an RV!! REMEMBER what I have shown you! YOU HAVING NOTHING TO FEAR!! So, 

here's what to watch out for VERY SOON. Today (Sunday), Puerto Rico is in negotiations with 

creditors for a 53% WRITE DOWN OF THEIR DEBT! The bondholders taking a 53% HAIRCUT 

WILL have serious blowback to the US BOND MARKET! Why? Because, as I mentioned, MOST 

municipal bond funds are “SEEDED” with about 50% of their holdings in Puerto Rican BONDS. 

This kind of haircut could likely TRIGGER a MAJOR BOND SELL OFF since the bond market 

ALREADY has a liquidity problem. INDEED, that sell off COULD trigger a bond market collapse, 

leading to a GLOBAL BOND MARKET COLLAPSE! Whether REAL or imagined, the potential 

for an American bond market sell off has ALREADY started a sell off in US dollars overseas, the 

dollar has weakened dramatically in the past 12 hours!! THIS places Japan in a VERY tough and 

DANGEROUS spot. They can NOT sell OFF yen against a WEAKENED US DOLLAR ( as I 

mentioned last week). 

 

 NOW, do you SEE the corner these bankers have painted themselves into! 

There is NO WAY OUT!!!! So, NOW we have arrived at that point where we are just a breath away 

from an American bond market collapse that could likely trigger a GLOBAL bond market collapse 

and/or a global DOLLAR collapse. It's ALSO a given, that IF the global bond market collapses, it 

WILL take ALL the stock markets with it! AND let's NOT forget, even with a WEAKER dollar, 

that could trigger a collapse in the Japanese markets across the board, which would create a full on 

collapse of relative values on currencies tied to the Japanese yen AND the US dollar, and that could 

likely trigger an IMMEDIATE revalue of OTHER currencies into GOLD to avoid a collapse of 

values across the board (stocks, bonds, commodities).  

 

ALSO, consider this, the dollar and yen could trigger a RUN on the FOREX, ALL THE GLOBAL STOCK AND BOND MARKETS 

WOULD COLLAPSE QUICKLY. IN ALL of these markets, there is VERY LITTLE LIQUIDITY, and that is 

WHY they are ALL so vulnerable to not JUST a severe correction, but an actual COLLAPSE! 

WITHOUT liquidity, there is NO cushion or wiggle room for short term price declines! Kids, this 

situation has reached a severe point of NO RETURN!! Be HAPPY, because from here on, WE ARE 

MEASURING TIME IN HOURS, NOT DAYS!!!! We are on VERY thin ice, and it's cracking 

EVERYWHERE, PICK A CONTINENT, PICK a market, pick an investment class…. They are 

ALL at the point of collapse!! You thought the Chinese would have to push?? Hell, a light breeze 

from Puerto Rico, and this thing is done!!  

 



And, let's NOT forget……. There ARE derivatives BEHIND these bond contracts and bondholders' positions. So, in 

summation, can this thing be “delayed” until the election?? Absolutely NOT!! Until July 1st? Absolutely NOT!!! Will we 

STILL be waiting for this on May 15th??? Well, THAT would be an absolute miracle, and VERY slim 

chance!! I would NOT take that bet!!  

 

So, you guys STAY ALERT, and BE READY! The Asian markets (Chinese) open tomorrow night; but, tomorrow, the 

western markets MAY just mark time (remain static), but WHEN China opens tomorrow night watch out, if NOT before!! 

As I have preached MANY MANY TIMES, there is NO MAGIC WAY OUT OF THIS! So, SMILE, this is a 

SURE thing!! You are watching incredible HISTORY being made!! PS - IF there are ANY smart investors (and that's a 

stretch) in the American stock or bond markets right now, they will most likely be getting OUT of the markets 

tomorrow!! OR, they'll end up 

penniless by Friday! I'm sure they can SEE this one coming!! 

 

 

[10.11] Facebook CENSORS Over 800 Pages & a QAnon Website 
Gets BLACKLISTED 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HWjAwmGq654&feature=youtu.be  10 min 

 

 

 

Qanon October 11 - Logic and Critical Thinking  
prayingmedic   58K views  

 

Qanon advises us to avoid using emotions to evaluate current events and instead use logic 

and critical thinking. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAnguoKPgAk  24 min 

 

 

 

FULL 🔴 Kanye West SHOCKING Speech at EXPLOSIVE Meeting with President Trump 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rrf5ntxRZQs  23 min 
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Greg Hunter - Weekly News Wrap-Up 10.12.18 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j-0E6EAwarE  

 

 

 

Candace Owens, John James on Kanye's Oval Office meeting 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LXagYLI3FJo    5 min 

 

 

 

Trump – Let the Senate Decide on Declassification, 2403  
 

The Still Report  

Last night late night anchor Shannon Bream – a Liberty University graduate – snared a 

surprise live telephone interview with President Trump. Bream, who is wayyyy underrated 

in our opinion, did a great job at questioning the President. Early on, she elicits an amazing 

response from the President regarding whether he will de-classify documents which Rod Rosenstein and company do 

not want to be made public. The excuse the coup plotters always use in stonewalling declassification is that it would 

reveal the darkest secret of them all – a secret so secret that only the intelligence community of Tahiti has not heard this 

– unless they stumble upon the Wikipedia entry for Five Eyes. So here is the secret. The U.S. is involved in an intelligence 

alliance with Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United Kingdom, knows as the Five Eyes. These five countries 

share SIGINT – or signals intelligence – among each other in a way that circumvents various privacy laws established in 

the 5 nations. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w6GzeIegsq0   23 min 
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ANOTHER really big detail about Kristine Blasi Ford’s FABLE that makes 

NO SENSE 
The guy is so observant.  He brings up things that nails her story/testimony as more than confusion, try flat 

out lies.  

He speaks kind of slowly so I sped it up to1.25% of normal. The only things I wish he had touched on was 

the pre-adolescent "I'm about to cry" voice without ANY tears or a cursory wipe of the nose and the 

statement she gave as to why she decided to contact the Washington post and NOT the US Senate. DUH? A 

Professor who does NOT know how to RESEARCH or use Google to for a simple search?  Or call a friend 

for a suggestion? Pathetic or just a liar? I report, you decide. Such a flimsy case and look what it has blown 

up to. Talk about those who should be ashamed. I'm still indignant to think anyone still "Believes"  

ANOTHER really big detail about Kristine Blasi Ford’s FABLE that makes NO SENSE 

(16 minutes) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0vFwbULNN6U


 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 
 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Responses from METALHEAD regarding the recently 

posted W interview and the Clinton family 

 

Just to clarify....... Chelsea is the biological daughter of Hillary & Webster "Webb" Hubbell whom 

Hillary Rodham used to work for at Rose Law Firm, back in the days when Bill et al were laundering 

CIA drug money through ADFA. This is well documented and easily proven. Just google image the 

phrase "chelsea clinton webb hubbell" and enjoy the stark resemblance in facial features and 

mannerisms! When she was 18 she had plastic surgery to look more like Bill. (You gotta admit, she 

might be somewhat pretty today, but she was a butt-ugly teenager remember?) 

 

Vince Foster was Hillary's lover (among other things) and was murdered because he knew inside 

stuff on the Clintons' dealing. Or rather he committed Arkancide by shooting himself in the head twice. 

Almost no blood was found at the scene, nor any gun. His body was clearly moved 

 

on the topic of that W call, I would like to add this... 



 

 

back to the topic of chelsea & webb 

 

  

   



 

      

 

     

 

here is an old picture of Bill & Webb together 

 

here is an analysis of the plastic surgery she had 

later on in order to look more like Bill 

 

              



Metalhead 

I remember seeing a clip somewhere (maybe InfoWars I forget) of someone walking up to Chelsea at 

a book signing and asking how she feels knowing that her biological father is Webb Hubbell. Her 

reply was so scripted/political it was funny. Something like "I am the daughter of my parents, and I 

love them very much" or something. I wish I could remember 
12:59 

If any of you have time to read, I strongly recommend both Roger Stone books "Clinton War on 

Women" and "Jeb! and the Bush Crime Family" which I think he later renamed since Jeb wound up 

being eliminated so quickly he became a forgotten punchline rather than a focal point 

 


